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LAKESIDE RENTALS
Brand Development & Go-To-Market - A Case Study

Covid-19 lockdown had just started when Elle at Lakeside

Rentals initially got in touch. Having successfully grown

Lakeside Accommodation, her holiday rental business in

Taupo more than 500% in six years, Elle was convinced

the next opportunity to help property investors was in

the longer term rental market. She was looking to pivot

and needed a new strategy to appeal to an ever changing

landscape.

 

A brand strategy and go-to-market plan was established

by the end of lockdown and a fresh new property

management brand was launched soon after.

 

Here's what we did and how we did it...

Creating a new brand that
would stand out from
established players.
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A PRACTICAL APPROACH:

Identify target audience and

develop meaningful personas

Develop differentiating 

brand strategy 

Map the customer

experience

Develop and execute an

impactful go-to-market plan



We kicked-off the project with a

two hour one-on-one consultation,

which heavily focused on brand

values. 

 

Determining what you stand for

and why is core to any brand

strategy. Your values drive how you

look, feel and sound to your

customers and prospects - they

define your approach to market

and your credible differentiation.

When operating in a mature market

with well established competition,

you may end up offering similar

services but it's your values that

create distinction. 

 

For Lakeside Rentals, this became

all about personalisation and

connection. With core values of

compassion, integrity and respect,

we created an authentic brand

story that revolved around people

and their lifestyles rather than

properties and their income. 

 

While large corporates were full of

expertise, the emotional and

personal aspects of property

management seemed to be

missing from competitive

communications. To stand out, we

took the financial benefits further,

by appreciating that investors see

security not just in dollars but in

affording a certain lifestyle or

protecting a nest egg.

ONE-ON-ONE
CONSULTING
WORKSHOPS

- Brand Essence

STEWART MAIL
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COMPASSIONATE
CONNECTIVITY

Following agreement of the brand's

values, purpose, vision, mission

and essence, we then

workshopped target audiences in

even more detail. 

 

Personas were developed for two

key segments - professional

retirees and astute investors. We

identified demographic,

psychographic and geographic

factors for each, along with their

pain points and drivers of success.

 

Personas help brands empathise

with their target audiences and

build marketing programmes

around their specific needs,

desires and behaviours. 

Attempting to appeal to everyone

only serves to appeal to no one.

When you're specific with your

messaging, you're more likely to

resonate with the audiences you're

targeting.

 

 "Having two other
businesses and

previously completing
this process with other
marketing agencies, I

can assure you Marijke
is at the top of her

game."
- Elle Knight, 

Lakeside Rentals



We also mapped the customer

journey from awareness through to

contract renewal and every stage

in-between. These maps gave us

insights into the needs of our

personas and the type of

messaging and content required at

each stage in the journey.

 

This then became the basis of our

go-to-market plan...

CUSTOMER
JOURNEY &
EMPATHY
MAPPING

STEWART MAIL
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LAUNCHING LAKESIDE RENTALS
Our Go-To-Market Plan

Generate awareness via an impactful launch; and

Develop consideration and deliver quality leads post-launch.

The go-to-market plan was built around achieving two core objectives:

1.

2.

 

Media interviews with Taupo-based publications - articles to generate awareness and reprints used in

collateral with clients and referrers;

Social pages on Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn to build credibility and distribute future

storytelling; and

Digital search and remarketing advertising campaigns to capture the most relevant audiences - those

already in the market for Taupo-based property managers. 

A number of channels and media opportunities were evaluated against budget and the following were

selected:

 

 

She worked efficiently and effectively to bring this

together. I can not recommend Marijke more highly –

just know that her expertise will  be a valuable

investment into your business.

CLIENT' S  MESSAGE
I  wanted to move quickly to ensure I could go to

market at pace and Marijke worked with me to

develop everything that I wanted the brand to be

and more. . .  I  love it! She then created the strategy

around how we would take the brand to market. 


